The COMPACT Information Hub

COMPACT delivers easy-to-use Risk Assessment Tools, tailored for non-technical profiles, Security Awareness Training, educating through dedicated games about cyber-risks, Cyber Security Monitoring Services, activating alerts about anomalies and guidance on possible solutions, and Knowledge Sharing Services, among them, the COMPACT Information Hub. This is an online space open to private organisations, public administrations, CERTs, policy makers and individuals to create and enhance collective knowledge about cybersecurity. Join the community! Read more

COMPACT scientific results

Throughout the project, COMPACT partners have been actively involved in scientific activities. Read about the results achieved. Read more.

Learn about the project and the experience of LPAs in COMPACT. Check out our new video!

Watch the project video on youtube
Deliverables submitted

- Project Quality Plan (v3)
- Project Reference Manual (v3)
- Project Quality Plan (v3)
- Pilot Execution and demonstration report (v2)
- Validation and Feedback Provision
- Communication and Dissemination Report (v2)
- Best Practices and Guidelines for immediate adoption by LPAs (v2)
- COMPACT Exploitation Results
- COMPACT Security Awareness Exploitation (v2)
- Public Administration Information Security Sharing Best Practice (v2)

Follow us on
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